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If you suddenly found you could manipulate the passage of time, what would you do? Fast forward through a
tedious plane ride? Zip through a boring sermon? Henry does.
How about slow time down to a crawl and disrupt a shooting while helping to identify a bank robber? Henry
does that, too. Or, would you slow it time so much that you could slip into places almost unseen...and take a
little peek, like a ladies' dressing room? Well, Henry doesn't do THAT. But he could.
Henry Hawthorne is a going-nowhere, overweight car salesman. Unremarkable, that is, until he nearly
electrocutes himself at home and ends up with a new, young, transplanted heart. He then finds himself full of
energy and adventure, including, inexplicably, a new-found ability to slow or speed up the passage of time.
Henry decides to take a leave from the dealership and, with his new found 'talent' and a P.I. License, help a
few friends through some difficulties.
Meanwhile, Beth Dooley is searching for Henry's identity. Beth is the mother of a high school swimmer
killed in a tragic accident whose heart Henry now carries.
Through Beth's ragged determination, she tracks Herny down and they begin to form a bond, both working
and personal.
When Henry inadvertantly discovers he can REVERSE time, and actually CHANGE the future, he begins to
deliberate. Should he actually go back and try to change things? Would that screw something up on a cosmic
scale? Should he go back and warn people about coming disasters, natural or terroristic? Or should he act
more selfishly and change things locally? Should he do any of these at all?
Eventually, Henry decides to try to reverse time and affect the circumstances leading to the accident to spare
Beth the pain of losing her son. He knows this will cost him his new heart in this new, alternative future, but
Henry is determined to try. For Beth.
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From reader reviews:

Cleveland Bolton:

The book Quality Time can give more knowledge and also the precise product information about everything
you want. Exactly why must we leave the good thing like a book Quality Time? A few of you have a
different opinion about e-book. But one aim that will book can give many info for us. It is absolutely proper.
Right now, try to closer with your book. Knowledge or information that you take for that, you are able to
give for each other; you can share all of these. Book Quality Time has simple shape but the truth is know: it
has great and large function for you. You can search the enormous world by available and read a reserve. So
it is very wonderful.

Lucille Chenier:

The e-book untitled Quality Time is the e-book that recommended to you to read. You can see the quality of
the publication content that will be shown to anyone. The language that creator use to explained their ideas
are easily to understand. The copy writer was did a lot of analysis when write the book, so the information
that they share to your account is absolutely accurate. You also could get the e-book of Quality Time from
the publisher to make you far more enjoy free time.

Roxie Lloyd:

In this period of time globalization it is important to someone to acquire information. The information will
make you to definitely understand the condition of the world. The condition of the world makes the
information easier to share. You can find a lot of referrals to get information example: internet, magazine,
book, and soon. You can see that now, a lot of publisher which print many kinds of book. Often the book that
recommended to you is Quality Time this book consist a lot of the information in the condition of this world
now. That book was represented how do the world has grown up. The dialect styles that writer value to
explain it is easy to understand. Often the writer made some exploration when he makes this book. Here is
why this book acceptable all of you.

Kyle Smallwood:

Reading a reserve make you to get more knowledge from that. You can take knowledge and information
from a book. Book is written or printed or created from each source that will filled update of news. In this
modern era like at this point, many ways to get information are available for you actually. From media social
similar to newspaper, magazines, science reserve, encyclopedia, reference book, book and comic. You can
add your understanding by that book. Are you ready to spend your spare time to spread out your book? Or
just searching for the Quality Time when you required it?
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